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During a period when vacations became central to ideas about the American standard of living, magazines came to resemble a sort of tourism promotional literature – bulging with travel articles and advertisements. Using an array of primary sources, this dissertation shows how the relationships between magazines and tourism transformed mass marketing, while shaping popular ideas about travel from the 1940s through the early 1960s. Focusing on the Curtis Publishing Company’s creation of Holiday magazine, this study examines how media businesses used sophisticated market research in the early 1940s to anticipate popular and lucrative social trends, such as a postwar spike in travel. With Holiday, Curtis introduced psychographic marketing and demonstrated the economic viability of media created around lifestyle interests. From there, the dissertation examines the social, cultural and economic factors that shaped how places were represented in magazines as tourist destinations. By exploring the creation of Holiday articles and David Ogilvy’s influential British tourism ads, this section shows how cultural identities were projected onto geographic areas through narratives and imagery. Finally, the study examines how magazine cover-